Are you having concerns
with gambling?
There is help available.
CAMH: Child, Youth and Emerging Adult Service
416-535-8501, press 2
www.CAMH.ca
CAMH: Problem Gambling Institute of Ontario
Anonymous, Online Self-Help Tools
www.ProblemGambling.ca
Distress Centre Ontario
1-800-567-9699
www.dcontario.org
Ontario Problem Gambling Helpline
1-888-230-3505
www.problemgamblinghelpline.ca
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You are 200 times
more likely to be struck
by lightning than win
Canada’s Lotto Max
(The chance of being struck by lightning is
1 in 56,439 — CBC, 2009)

Teen gambling:

What you need to know

G

ambling is when you risk
something of value for the
chance of winning something
greater. Gambling doesn’t only take
place in a casino—it happens in our
daily lives. You gamble when you:
• Play freemium games: Freemium
games are free to download
and play, but have appealing
in-game purchases

29, 000
Students in Ontario
gamble problematically

19, 000
Also reported problems with
drug and alcohol use

7, 000
Have also
attempted suicide

• Bet on the outcome of TV shows,
video games and card games
• Use scratch tickets
• Play arcade games
• Sports betting
• Make dares
• Play dice

How does gambling work?
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When you gamble, you make
a bet on something.
Most bets and games are
based on chance. In the few
skill-based games, like poker
or blackjack, there is still an
element of randomness.
The odds are your
chances of winning.
They stay the same no
matter how long you play.
There is no way to
inﬂuence the outcome
of a bet. It is completely
random.
Good luck charms or
lucky numbers have no
eﬀect on winning. Having
suﬀered gambling losses
does not mean you’re due
for a win.
The house, or game
operator, hopes to
make as much money
as possible. Games are
set up to guarantee a
proﬁt for the house,
not to ensure that
you win.
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Stats on
youth and
gambling in
Ontario

Data from YMCA youth gambling survey, 2015

Why do people gamble?
• Thrill and enjoyment
• To cope with negative feelings such
as depression, grief, boredom,
loneliness
• To escape from diﬃculties
• To gain the respect of their friends
and feel as if they belong in a
group
• To earn money for basic needs or to
leave an abusive home

When does gambling turn into
problem gambling?
Gambling can become a problem
when the activity:
•
•
•
•
•

Hurts your wallet
Makes you feel anxious
Occupies your thoughts
Causes you to lose sleep
Makes you lose interest in other
important activities
• Causes your schoolwork to suﬀer
• Creates problems with both your
family and friends
It can lead to high debt, stealing, lying,
obsessive thoughts, and negative
emotions like frustration and anger.
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Playing smart
Even if gambling starts to become
a concern, there are ways you can
manage it:
• Hope to win, expect to lose
• Don’t mix gambling with alcohol
• Only carry as much money as you
are prepared to lose
• Use gift cards instead of a credit
card or borrowed money when
playing freemium games
• Set a time limit on your gambling
• Keep an alternative activity in mind
• Avoid games that cause a problem
• Remember that virtual money is still
real money
• Don’t chase your bets
• Identify situations that give you the
urge to gamble

Remember…
Gambling doesn’t deﬁne who you are.
There is always support available!
Flip to the back of this pamphlet for
more information.

